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 Hollow Press, 2011
Sachiko Murakami, Rebuild, Talonbooks, 2011

Stephanie Bolster has staked out resonant thematic territory in 
her fourth book, A Page from the Wonders of Life on Earth: the zoo, 
the botanical garden, and the museum, all with their metaphorical 
weight and ability to conjure up significant binaries of nature versus 
the domestic, and signifiers disconnected from their referents. ‘Life 
of the Mind’ is used 10 times in poem titles, always with slight varia-
tions, illustrating an obsession with capturing the mind’s work on a 
specified set of wonders. Bolster demonstrates her impressive tech-
nical chops with constant, meticulously deployed movement, often 
on facing pages, between short pieces and longer ones, or between 
short narrative poems like ‘Crystal Palace’ and the densely meta-
phorical such as ‘What Art.’ When the poet appears at all, it is often 
wryly, like a Hitchcock cameo, as in ‘Awake’: ‘From far off a name 
was/called, not mine.’
 Many of the poems contain narrative material, which because 
of the rich surface and sound were only fully apparent to me on a 
second reading. Also striking, in narrative terms, is Bolster’s ability 
to jump-cut into different perspectives repeatedly, sometimes within 
the same poem. ‘The Garden of Augustus the Strong’ moves from 
what fiction readers would describe as third-person limited to sar-
donic multi-generational omniscience.
 ‘Life of the Mind (Dear)’ is beautifully constructed and makes ele-
gant use of found material, a trademark of this book. The lines are 
controlled more than is typical in prose poems, with startling varia-
tion in length anchored by syntactic repetition. The poem starts with 
description of a deer mouse, jumps into puns (‘ it costs’ punning on 
the title’s ‘dear’ ) and then threatens a wild metonymic discourse 
(‘thicker than...more sultry than...’ ) before returning to the mouse: 
‘Certainly dun, possibly dappled.’
 ‘What Art’ plays with the expansion of the book’s primary themes 
into the realm of poem-making. The first part ends with ‘We make 
other things of things’ and the second with ‘What use, use?’ The rep-
etition suggests that poetic language has its own utility. But Bolster 
is not indulging in sniffy modernist claims for the artist as priest. 
In ‘Rainbow,’ another densely textured piece that’s really about the 
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representation of nature, she concludes: ‘Can art/cancel ruin? Who 
am I/to gulp the world and live?’
 For me the most moving poem in the book is ‘Three Zoos,’ which 
on one page cuts in quick stanzas between zoos that have suffered 
natural or man-made disasters in Kabul, Baghdad, and Dhaka. The 
first zoo in Kabul is described like this:

This is no zoo. The spot a bomb fell.
And these children who file through,
shrieking at the shrieking monkeys,
are also bombed places.

Bolster’s reach here extends into new and more deeply felt connec-
tion with her material.

In 1970, long before the advent of ‘creative non-fiction,’ the poet 
John Glassco published a fictionalized autobiography that would 
make him famous. Perhaps the most suggestive of its fictions is the 
narrator’s claim that the book was written in his youth. In a fur-
ther misdirection, Memoirs of Montparnasse has stayed in print only 
outside of Canada in a New York Review of Books Classics imprint. 
Louis Begley, an American novelist who wrote the introduction to 
this latest (2007) edition of Memoirs, notes that before 1970 ‘Glassco 
had been known principally as the author of labored, formal, and 
derivative verse....’
 I came to John Glassco and the Other Montreal asking myself if 
Begley’s contention had merit or was just an empty slur. Carmine 
Starnino, who selected the poems in this volume, addresses that 
question in a substantial critical essay that serves as an introduc-
tion. He does so by examining Glassco’s poems and the context 
in which they were published. Starnino argues polemically that 
Glassco’s reputation diminished in Canada because of the success-
ful antiformalist campaign of Vancouver’s TISH poets.
 At first glance it would be difficult to imagine a book more different 
from Bolster’s than Glassco’s; this is a selection of formal verse from 
a largely forgotten Canadian poet, printed in a limited edition by a 
tiny press. (Kudos to Frog Hollow: The book is a gorgeous physical 
object, with marbled endpapers and 80-pound stock for its exquis-
itely designed interior.) But I read a skepticism and anxiety in his 
work that accompany brilliant technique, and that does not seem so 
far away from Bolster’s postmodern world.
 The first poem in this selection, ‘The Rural Mail,’ alludes to ‘fierce 
mistrust of the word.’ Glassco deploys iambic pentameter instead of 
irregular lines, and shows his mastery with a subtle shift through 
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the trochaic before ending a line on a stress again: ‘And death strikes 
like an oddly barked command.’
 There are moments here when Glassco drives the poem off the 
road precisely because he is too comfortable with dated conven-
tions, as in ‘The Brill Road,’ where clunkers appear like ‘Over the 
mountain’s swollen Jovian brow.’ As Starnino says: ‘When Glassco’s 
poems fail, they fail not from a negligent handling of his devices, but 
from a too-confident embrace of them.’
 ‘The Entailed Farm’ and ‘Quebec Farmhouse’ both stand up well, 
as does the less recognized ‘The Whole Hog,’ with its Biblical echoes: 
‘And when I went whoring after strange gods,/Why, they were Gods, 
and it was whoring still...’ I was also struck by ‘Utrillo’s World’: ‘ It 
is the world that counts, the endless fever,/And suffering that is its 
own and only end.’ As Starnino observes, Glassco made poetry out of 
his own artistic insecurity, a tendency that comes into sharp focus 
with the better-known ‘Brummell at Calais,’ where the 18th-century 
dandy appears as ‘A foolish useless man who had done nothing/
All his life long but keep himself clean...’ At five pages, the relatively 
long ‘A Point of Sky’ shows Glassco near the peak of his emotive and 
technical power: ‘The suspended sentence falling on us like a fist,/
The shape of blackness into which we are always moving...’

Sachiko Murakami’s second book, Rebuild, is openly political, un-
like Bolster’s and Glassco’s, and therefore takes different risks than 
theirs do. Murakami uses proceduralist methods, employing forms 
of incremental repetition that include erasure, palindrome, recasting 
of the same lines in new poems, and deliberate repetition of the same 
diction in juxtaposed but dissimilar contexts.
 ‘The Form of a City,’ the book’s first poem, announces an interest 
in form and also political content: ‘One can carry such debt,/one 
could have fed a village for a century.’ In ‘ I Am Not in the City,’ an 
ironic, satirical voice pervades, hard-edged and angry:

... At the bank’s
front doors I lay down and wept. At the shores of False Creek
I lay down my coffee cup. Thus it was not litter.
I am thinking of running
for office. I lie convincingly
about myth, I take it for granted.
For example, the city is a wish I made
when the populace was fast asleep.

 The prose poem ‘Tower’ recontextualizes and repeats language in 
a poetic and political attack on our received ideas about the city:
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Toward. To wardens. To words: untower. To top hat. To even 
think, up? To view from beyond water. To view from street (not 
pictured). To even think, in? To cluster in the green.

 In ‘Concord Hypotheses’ Murakami uses anaphora to build ten-
sion, and then ends the poem with two opening parentheses break-
ing a line. This use of parentheses is a technique that often seems to 
me like a pretentious gesture, but Murakami makes it emotionally 
convincing because of the rhetorical buildup in the rest of the poem. 
‘Crow,’ claims that crows ‘aren’t metaphors for anything,’ and goes 
on to give us a ‘murder/of Hitchcocks’ and some memories of Ted 
Hughes’s crow poems too. Then on the next page erasure turns it 
into a concrete poem with only the words ‘crow’ and one ‘I’ visible.
 Not everything here works equally well. ‘Structural Integrity’ uses 
so many forms of the verb ‘to be’ in the first stanza that the abstrac-
tion fails as parody. Then the barrage of rhetorical questions in the 
second stanza seems blunt and didactic. These ungraceful moments 
show the risk of allowing social-science discourse and other ‘un-
poetic’ language into the poems, and it may well be a necessary risk.
 While much of the book is a project toward humanizing and re-
claiming civic space, there is also an elegiac theme centred on the 
death of Murakami’s father. This comes to a climax in the lovely 
poem ‘Spectacular Loss,’ where she describes her father’s house 
after his death, with ‘beloved//fish floating in a dirty tank’ as she 
tries to ‘bellow him back into being.’
 Following on The Invisibility Exhibit, her impressive debut of 2008, 
Murakami has quickly demonstrated a remarkable range and ambition.

— Maurice Mierau


